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Employees Of the Fortune 
Global 100

Of the Fortune 
Global 500

Consecutive 
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Fortune’s Global 500

On Fortune’s World’s Most 
Admired Companies: 
IT Services Category

On Barron’s 20 Most 
Sustainable International 
Companies
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Thomson Reuters) Diversity 
& Inclusion Index

710k 91 75%

19#1 #2 #3

Patents and patents 
pending worldwide

7900
CLIENTSCOMPANY STATS
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Outline for Today
• Introduction to Analytics and AI

• Overview of Enterprise Data Management

• Moneyball example – The Power of Data

• Interpretable AI

• Deep Learning

• Applications in Transportation, Logistics, Supply Chain

• Roadmap for Digital Transformation (enterprise data management enables AI outcomes)



Introduction 
to Analytics 
and AI
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Enterprise Analytics and Information Mission Support Pillar

Enterprise Data Management  Development [SOO 2.2.2.1]

Our Enterprise Approach 
drives a measurable, phased 
implementation that 
establishes critical 
capabilities to help DFAS 
achieve its Enterprise 
Analytics and Information 
goals

ENTERPRISE DATA MANAGEMENT
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The Moneyball Story
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The Problem
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Baseball Basics
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The Moneyball Approach

Billy Beane 

Paul DePodesta
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The Goal of a Baseball Team
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Making it to the Playoffs
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Making it to the Playoffs
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Winning 95 Games
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Using Linear Regression
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Scoring Runs
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Scoring Runs
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Allowing Runs
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The Oakland A’s

Every Major League Baseball team now has a statistics group!
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The Point of this Example

• Data reveals meaningful insights experts miss
• Analysis can be very straightforward 
• Use an approach appropriate for your data
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Deep Learning and Interpretable AI

• AI and specifically deep learning have made significant progress in computer vision, automatic 
translation, and voice recognition that are affecting society

• Deep learning suffers from a lack of interpretability

• A driverless car is involved in an accident with loss of life.  Who is at fault?  Can society tolerate 
not understanding?

• A student is not selected for freshman admissions.  Is it an adequate response that an algorithm 
made that decision?

• Interpretability matters
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Decision Tree 
Used for Predicting Surgical Complications at MGH
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Deep Learning – Neural Network with Two 
Hidden Layers
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Hidden Layer Outputs 

Need for Interpretability must be balanced with algorithmic objectives
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What Global Companies Have to Say About AI

“Intelligent bots are facilitating a whole 
new paradigm of interactions that allow 
people to be more efficient and smarter 
in what they do”

- Former CTO

We’ve announced an investment $40mn 
led by PeakEquity Partners to promote 
AI as “the future of procurement. This 
investment is both a testament to our 
team members and all the hard work it’s 
taken to get the company to where it is 
today, as well as a confirmation of our 
bright future ahead 

– CEO

“The Replenishment Advisor proof of 
concept demonstrated how IBM 
Watson, AI and machine learning can 
help to deliver greater visibility across a 
global supply chain”

- Director, Digital Supply Chain

“Artificial Intelligence (AI) is expected to 
have a more profound impact on 
humanity than electricity or fire”

- CEO

“Over the next decade, AI won’t replace 
managers, but managers who use AI 
will replace those who don’t.”

- CEO

“We are investing in these types of 
applications and technologies such as 
artificial intelligence and machine 
learning to deliver a next-generation 
user experience for our customers that 
promises to transform procurement as 
we know it.” 

- CPO



Applications
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AI’s Role in Supply Chain has Increased 
Tremendously 

Chief Procurement 
officers are investing in 
AI solutions

45%

CPOs have invested 
into pilots for AI in their 
supply chain operations 
already

25%

By 2023, at least 50% of large 
global companies will be using AI, 
advanced analytics and IoT in 
supply chain operations.

Gartner
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Market Size of AI in supply chain has increased at CAGR of ~45% since 2014
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It is Not a Challenge to Establish a Financial Use 
Case for AI Adoption
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0 20 40 60 80 100

Marketing and Sales

Product and service development

Supply-chain management

Manufacturing

Service operations

Strategy and corporate finance

Risk

HR

Increase by >10% Increase by 6-10% Increase by <6%

~65% surveyed early AI adopters saw decrease in costs ~45% surveyed early AI adopters saw increase in revenues 

As per a survey, the most cost reduction & revenue increase has happened in Supply Chain management
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Common Challenges to Implementation
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Causes
• Long lead times to many intermediaries

• Price fluctuation

• Order batching/large lot size

• Updating demand forecast

• Inflated orders due to lack of information 
sharing

Effects
• Increased inventory holding cost

• Unfulfilled orders

• Wrong production schedules

• Loss of trust

“Bull-whip Effect” in 
Supply Chain 
Forecasting

Increasing fluctuations in inventory in response to 
shifts in customer demand as one moves further up 
the supply chain
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Magnitude of Bullwhip Effect
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Role of AI/ML
Improve the accuracy of demand forecasting using internal and 
external information sources to make more accurate, data driven 
predictions
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EXAMPLE: DEFENSE LOGISTICS AGENCY

AI/ML Use Case Development 
& Deployment

ML Operations (MLOps)
Enablement

Accenture designed a custom AI Use Case Playbook for 
DLA to help the Agency quantify use case objectives, 
value proposition, and end-user engagement strategy. 
This Playbook enabled us to prioritize the development of 
AI/ML solutions that enhance business decision making, 
optimize business processes, and improve data quality. 

Accenture introduced technology-agnostic 
frameworks to address key phases in the 
end-to-end MLOps Lifecycle, customized 
to DLA’s ecosystem.

Accenture transformed a BI-reporting system into a world-
class analytics platform that can trains, deploys, and uses 
AI/ML models to enhance business decision making.
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Maturity Levels of AI Solutions

Transactional
Business Strategy

Real time 
visibility & 

control

Self-Learning

Increased complexity & scalability

What are 
these 
solutions?

What are 
these 
organizations 
targeting?

Fragmented 
transactional solutions 
that provide visibility of 
already available data

Linked business driven 
solutions that enables 
users to make changes 
to static data 

Proactive data-driven 
cognitive solutions 
with autonomy in 
making decisions

• Functional optimism

• Reduction of manual 
dependence

• Return optimization

• Metrics oriented approach

• Competitive advantage

• Best of breed solutions

• Revenue enabler 

• Pillar of strategy

• Business value

• Cost centric approach

Well connected 
solutions across 
platforms for limited use 
cases
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AI/ML Pipeline Development

Use case feasibility and prioritization requires experimentation.

Experimentation requires access to data and infrastructure.

Use case execution can build metadata and improve data quality.

Better data drives better AI. 

35

Strategic AI transformation is driven by the tactical execution of use cases.
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Operational Machine Learning

36Source:  Director’s Office DLA Slide Template
As of August 26, 2020

Data Pipeline ML Modeling

ProductionSustainment

Business Problem Definition
Objective, Success Metrics

Generating business value through AI/ML requires the operational 
integration of model outputs into new or existing business processes. 

Business Value Creation
Financial Return, Efficiency Gain

AI/ML Solution
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Operational Machine Learning

37Source:  Director’s Office DLA Slide Template
As of August 26, 2020

Data Collection 
& Preparation

Model 
Training

Feature 
Engineering

Model 
Evaluation

Model 
Deployment

Model 
Serving

Model 
Monitoring

Model 
Maintenance

Data Pipeline ML Modeling

ProductionSustainment

Business Problem Definition
Objective, Success Metrics

The process of building an operation ML model is iterative and incremental 
across data, modeling, and production deployment code. 
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Data Assessment

38Source:  Director’s Office DLA Slide Template
As of August 26, 2020

The AI Use Case Playbook addresses the Data Assessment in the context 
of feasibility evaluation and includes and example rubric for scoring.

Data Assessment Questions

Accessibility Quantity Quality

• What system creates the 
data? Is it internal or 
external?

• Does a data dictionary 
exist?

• Does metadata exist?
• Are there legal issues for 

access?
• How is authorization to 

creation and storage 
systems granted?

• Where is the data stored?
• What is the data format?

• What is the approximate 
data size?

• How frequently is data 
collected?

• What is the data refresh 
interval?

• Does historical data exist? 
How much?

• What is the frequency of 
the detected outcome?

• Should we purchase 
data?

• Is the data structured?
• How is the data 

generated? Systematic? 
Human?

• Are there validation rules 
in place?

• What percentage of values 
are missing?

• Are there errors? Outliers?
• How are errors 

corrected?
• Does the data share a 

common timestamp?
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Data Pipeline Activities

39Source:  Director’s Office DLA Slide Template
As of August 26, 2020

Data Pipeline

Once development begins for a use case, the goal of a data pipeline is to 
profile and prepare raw data for input into a machine learning algorithm.

Data Collection 
& Preparation

Feature 
Engineering

Ingestion

Labeling

Splitting

Exploration 
& Validation

Wrangling

Identify sources, create appropriately sized 
workspace, convert file formats if needed.

Label data, if needed.

Create train, dev, and test (holdout) sets prior 
to exploration to avoid “data snooping” bias.

Analyze data statistics, missing values, outliers, etc. Plot 
distributions, calculate correlations, document metadata.

Correct outliers, impute missing values, drop error 
records, drop non-relevant fields, etc.

Key Outputs

• Data Provenance Document
• Privacy compliance checks
• Metadata Catalog
• Transformation Pipeline Code
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THE CHALLENGE THE APPROACH THE OUTCOME
Demand forecasts accuracy falls short of leadership 
expectations, DLA has a diverse catalog of items 
with long lead times and spare demand creating 
additional challenges.

Demand Forecasting is a critical function of DLA’s business – the demand forecast is the input to the Agency’s downstream supply chain processes that affect customer 
service. In other words, the accuracy of demand forecasts plays a critical role in DLA’s ability to support the Warfighter supply requirements. DLA sought to determine if AI 
can be utilized to improve forecast accuracy. 

The two-fold application of AI demand forecasting (AI 
models and AI model selection) shows improvement 
over existing solutions.

Demonstrated improved forecast accuracy 
using a range of models from simple to 
complex 

Developed an item-unique AI-based 
approach to select and combine multiple 
models for improved performance

The team used a range of forecast algorithms 
including machine learning to develop new models 
and used AI to select and weight forecast models. 

Studied inherent bias in forecast accuracy 
/ error metrics that are used to optimize 
and assess forecast performance

Logistics Supply Chain AI DEMAND FORECASTING
AI / MACHINE LEARNING WERE IMPLEMENTED TO DEVELOP NEW FORECAST 
MODELS THAT IMPROVE FORECAST ACCURACY

Under-forecasting can lead to low materiel 
availability and stockouts

Over-forecasting can lead to cashflow 
problems and excess inventory

BACKGROUND

$102M annual reduction in over-forecast 
error for the 48k item sample, without 
increasing under-forecast error

AI-based model demonstrated 6.6% 
improvement to sMAPE* and 3.5% 
improvement to DPA** on average

Measuring forecast accuracy has 
limitations -- controlled tests demonstrated 
inability of metrics to accurately measure 
items with less than five days of demand. 

*  Symmetric Mean Absolute Percent Error – the Project Team demonstrated that this is the most stable and accurate measurement of forecast performance.
** Demand Plan Accuracy – one of DLA’s current forecast performance metrics; the Team found that DPA has an inherent under-forecasting bias.
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THE CHALLENGE THE APPROACH THE OUTCOME
DLA needs to make informed material and 
purchasing decisions to maintain the quality of 
support to the Warfighter. 

DLA executes over 9,000 contracts (Purchase Orders) per day to support material requirements and sources material from a network of 12,000+ suppliers. Suppliers who 
provide counterfeit, non-conformance, and overpriced items place the Agency and the Warfighter at serious risk. 

The Business Decision Analytics platform provides 
Procurement and TQ users with risk score 
information and recommends risk mitigation actions.

Reconciled and integrated procurement, 
tech quality, and other risk indicators from 
eight systems to feed analytic models

Applied statistical and analytic techniques 
to create and combine risk models for 
price, item, supplier/compromised CAGEs

The team used Machine Learning, Predictive 
Variables, and Advanced Analytics to create models 
that assess procurement risks in DLA’s supply chain.

Trained risk models on training data set to 
develop core and updated models for 
unexpected supplier characteristics

Logistics Supply Chain HIGH RISK PROCUREMENT
MACHINE LEARNING WAS IMPLEMENTED TO ASSIST WITH MATERIAL AND 
PURCHASING DECISIONS TO AVOID VENDOR FRAUD

Compromised businesses can continue to 
do business with the Government by 
creating new CAGEs i.e. CAGE-hopping

Counterfeits and non-conformance pose 
serious risks to the safety and well-being 
of the Warfighter

BACKGROUND

Dashboards consolidate and standardize 
disparate data sources across five risk 
model dashboards

300 potentially compromised CAGEs 
identified; responsible for $136M in DLA 
spend over 10 years

34 compromised CAGEs confirmed; 19 of 
which were responsible for $75.1 M in the 
previous 10 years
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THE CHALLENGE THE APPROACH THE OUTCOME
DLA Aviation needed a data-driven workload 
prioritization methodology to improve workforce 
efficiency in relation to customer service.

DLA Aviation manages 1.2 M items annually, using long-term contracts (LTCs) as a cost-effective way to achieve customer service goals. DLA lacked a proven 
methodology to determine which items to put on LTC, leading to high costs, unpredictable item selection, and subpar customer service.

Machine learning techniques enabled DLA Aviation to 
realize cost avoidances and increase workforce 
efficiency.

Analyzed 80+ potential variables affecting 
Add Score using SAS Rapid Predictive 
Modeler (RPM)

Analyzed RPM recommendations and built 
regression to fit data

The team leveraged predictive analytics tools and 
techniques to pinpoint factors that should drive the 
prioritization methodology, thus creating the LTC Add 
Score.

Continuous verification of proposed model 
against real data

Logistics Supply Chain AVIATION LTC ADD SCORE
MACHINE LEARNING WAS LEVERAGED TO IMPROVE PROCUREMENT 
RECOMMENDATION ENGINE TO INCREASE WORKFORCE EFFICIENCY

Existing prioritization methodology was 
static and did not account for fluctuations 
in item/planning characteristics over time

Decision criteria for LTC Add Score were 
not aligned to strategic business objectives Increase 

Potential $ 
Savings

16%
Decrease in 
transactional 

PR count

18%
Increase in 
LTC Add 

Score Stability

6%

BACKGROUND
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Logistics Supply Chain ROBOTIC PROCESS AUTOMATION

THE CHALLENGE THE APPROACH THE OUTCOME

BACKGROUND
DLA J6 wanted to automate many of DLA’s “transactional” type processes and tasks through Robotic Process Automation (RPA). Robotic Process Automation mimics 
actions a human user would perform on a PC at scale to automate business processes that are highly repetitive, rule-based and use structured data as inputs.

The RPA team provides automation support across 
the entire agency.

Developed and supported infrastructure 
set-up and created the processes for Bot 
security and access management in 
accordance with policies

The team is using Agile methodology for 
implementation of Bots to continuously improve 
speed of delivery and customer satisfaction.

Conducted analysis of processes, created 
design documents, as well as tested the 
solution and coordinated user acceptance 
testing in collaboration with the customer

Engaged stakeholders to build a 
foundational understanding of RPA and a 
pipeline of RPA use cases

DLA sought to improve quality and efficiency of user 
workload by implementing Robotic Process 
Automation (RPA) into the DLA toolkit. 

Create a Center of Excellence (COE) to 
deliver RPA with speed & agility and to 
establish RPA expertise at DLA

Developed a COE that is being used by 3 
teams across the agency to implement 
automation

Worked on 24 total use cases with 6 of the 
use cases now executed in production 
utilizing Attended Bots

Focus on security and compliance for 
processes that will be used by 
nonperson entities (Bots)

DIGITAL WORKFORCE USED TO CREATE EFFICIENCIES IN SUPPORT OF MISSION 
READINESS
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ROADMAP
By establishing a solid data and analytics foundation within an 
enterprise data management framework, organizations can use the 
power of data and AI to achieve - and scale - breakthrough results and 
connect people to the services they need as never before



THANK YOU
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